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A framework for collaborative analysis of ENCODE
data: Making large-scale analyses biologist-friendly
Daniel Blankenberg, James Taylor, Ian Schenck, Jianbin He, Yi Zhang, Matthew Ghent,
Narayanan Veeraraghavan, Istvan Albert, Webb Miller, Kateryna D. Makova,
Ross C. Hardison, and Anton Nekrutenko1
Center for Comparative Genomics and Bioinformatics, Huck Institutes of the Life Sciences, Penn State University,
University Park, Pennsylvania 16802, USA
The standardization and sharing of data and tools are the biggest challenges of large collaborative projects such as
the Encyclopedia of DNA Elements (ENCODE). Here we describe a compact Web application, Galaxy2ENCODE, that
effectively addresses these issues. It provides an intuitive interface for the deposition and access of data, and features
a vast number of analysis tools including operations on genomic intervals, utilities for manipulation of multiple
sequence alignments, and molecular evolution algorithms. By providing a direct link between data and analysis tools,
Galaxy2ENCODE allows addressing biological questions that are beyond the reach of existing software. We use
Galaxy2ENCODE to show that the ENCODE regions contain >2000 unannotated transcripts under strong purifying
selection that are likely functional. We also show that the ENCODE regions are representative of the entire genome
by estimating the rate of nucleotide substitution and comparing it to published data. Although each of these
analyses is complex, none takes more than 15 min from beginning to end. Finally, we demonstrate how new tools can
be added to Galaxy2ENCODE with almost no effort. Every section of the manuscript is supplemented with QuickTime
screencasts. Galaxy2ENCODE and the screencasts can be accessed at http://g2.bx.psu.edu.
[Supplemental material is available online at www.genome.org and http://g2.bx.psu.edu.]
Analysis of data generated by The ENCODE Project Consortium
(2004) for the Encyclopedia of DNA Elements (ENCODE) is proving to be one of the most exciting collaborative events of the
post-genomic era. The interpretation of enormous amounts of
data generated by the ENCODE Consortium requires new methodologies for the sharing and standardization of data and new
analysis tools. The system we describe here, Galaxy2ENCODE
(http://g2.bx.psu.edu), is the first attempt to solve data and tool
integration challenges for ENCODE-like projects and make data
easily accessible for biomedical researchers. Galaxy2ENCODE attempts to serve both sides of the user distribution: experimental
biologists and bioinformaticians. For experimental biologists, it
provides an intuitive interface for data deposition and access,
features a large number of tools, and makes analyses transparent
by documenting every step in the history system. Most importantly, it streamlines the path from data to analyses, as even
complex tools such as HyPhy (Pond et al. 2005) can be applied to
genomic data directly without parsing or preprocessing. For computational biologists, Galaxy2ENCODE provides a framework that
can integrate command-line tools with almost no effort. For each
tool, Galaxy2ENCODE generates the interface and provides all
housekeeping.
In this study, we demonstrate the utility of our system with
examples using ENCODE data (the utility of our system is not
limited to ENCODE). We show two complex analyses that can be
conducted by using our system in <15 min. In the first example,
we define and analyze all unannotated expressed sequence tags
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(ESTs) in ENCODE regions. We show that over 2000 ESTs do not
correspond to any annotated genes, yet show strong signature of
purifying selection, indicating possible function. In the second
example, we estimate the rate of nucleotide substitutions in
ENCODE regions and demonstrate that it is consistent with genome-wide estimates. The two analyses are designed as “cookbook” examples for two distinct audiences. The first analysis is
geared toward researchers studying the structure and function of
the human genome. The second example is for researchers working in the area of evolutionary genomics. Finally, we show how
easy it is to add new functionality to the Galaxy2ENCODE toolbox
and to use Galaxy2ENCODE as a resource for sharing different
analysis tools. This paper is supplemented with screencasts, short
QuickTime movie clips. Each section of Results and Discussion
features a screencast. The screencasts can be viewed directly from
the main Galaxy2ENCODE Web site (http://g2.bx.psu.edu) under
the heading “Screencasts.”

Results and Discussion
Galaxy2ENCODE interface and ENCODE data portal
(Screencasts 1 and 2)
Galaxy2ENCODE allows experimental biologists to retrieve and
analyze data within a single unified interface. For this purpose,
Galaxy2ENCODE features a history system that stores data uploaded by the user as well as the results of all analyses. The concept of history was previously successfully deployed by our group
(Giardine et al. 2005). The Galaxy2ENCODE interface is shown
in Supplemental Figure S1. The current version of Galaxy2ENCODE
allows users to create accounts and to have multiple histories
(can be viewed at http://main.g2.bx.psu.edu).
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Figure 1.

Galaxy2ENCODE supports several variations of the basic set operations designed specifically for manipulation of genomic intervals.

To facilitate data exchange among different ENCODE
groups during the analysis process, we implemented a local data
repository at http://encode-upload.g2.bx.psu.edu. The repository
is a Web application designed to (1) provide a user-friendly interface for data upload, (2) standardize naming of data files according to ENCODE guidelines, (3) automatically fragment the
data into ENCODE analysis partitions, and (4) store the data for
direct access through Galaxy2ENCODE (http://encode.g2.bx.psu.edu)
and ftp (ftp://encode:encode@g2.bx.psu.edu). See Methods for a description of the naming conventions and partition process.

Galaxy2ENCODE tools (Screencasts 4–14)
The current version of Galaxy2ENCODE provides access to >100
analysis tools. The functionality of each category is detailed in
tool screencasts (Screencasts 4–14). The most popular set of
tools routinely used in genome analyses are operations on genomic intervals (Fig. 1). These include the basic set operations of
union, intersection, subtraction, and complement, as well as filters based on region size, proximity to regions from another
query, and clustering by distance of regions within a single
query. Many of these operations have options that allow the user
to define what, for instance, “intersection” should mean when
dealing with positional regions rather than atomic objects. The
result is a new set of regions on which further processing can be
performed. The Galaxy2ENCODE toolset can be easily expanded.
Developers can easily integrate any command-line tool as described below (see Screencast 19).

Analysis of intronic, intergenic, and intertwined ESTs
(Screencasts 15–17)
Here we define and characterize the
9191 transcripts that lie outside annotated genes within ENCODE regions.
These are of considerable interest, as
some may represent genes missed during
the annotation process. We used
GENCODE annotation as the source of
gene data (http://genome.imim.es/
gencode/). Genes are first predicted
computationally and then experimentally verified using techniques such as
RT-PCR, RACE, and direct sequencing of
the products. As such, the gene predic-

tions of GENCODE are the most reliable. In the following analysis, we define “genes” as the union of GENCODE Known Genes,
GENCODE Putative Genes, and GENCODE pseudogenes annotations frozen during the Second ENCODE Workshop (University
of California Santa Cruz, November 2005). Using genomic coordinates, we identified all ESTs that map outside GENCODE genes.
We call such ESTs Non-GENCODE ESTs. Non-GENCODE ESTs
belong to three categories (Fig. 2): intronic, intergenic, and intertwined (or interleaved as suggested by Chen and Stein 2006).
Figure 3 summarizes the steps of our analysis, which takes ∼15
min to complete. See Screencast 15 and the Methods section for
a step-by-step explanation of the procedure. Briefly, we first defined a set that includes all Non-GENCODE ESTs (Fig. 3A–D).
Then, we classified Non-GENCODE ESTs into intronic, intergenic, and intertwined (Fig. 3E,F). Finally, we computed descriptive statistics as shown in Table 1.
Having defined Non-GENCODE ESTs in ENCODE regions,
we can now use Galaxy2ENCODE to look into the biology of these
transcripts. How many Non-GENCODE ESTs correspond to missing protein-coding genes? What fraction of the Non-GENCODE
ESTs are under purifying selection? Is there a significant overlap
between Non-GENCODE ESTs and transcriptional evidence produced by alternative methods? These are just some of the questions that can be easily answered with versatile Galaxy2ENCODE
tools.

Screencast 15
To find out how many Non-GENCODE ESTs may represent missing or misannotated protein-coding genes, we computed the

Figure 2.

Types of Non-GENCODE ESTs.
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Figure 3. Steps (A–G) in identification of Non-GENCODE ESTs. Galaxy2 makes such analyses transparent. See Methods and Screencast 15 for
explanations of each step.
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Table 1. Descriptive statistics for the three categories of
Non-GENCODE ESTs
Non-GENCODE EST classes

# ESTs
# EST exons
# merged EST exons
Base coverage
Overlap (bp) w/transfragsa
Overlap (bp) w/repeatsa

Intronic

InterGenic

InterTwined

7441
21,692
6532
1,601,356
82,194
539,692

1876
5,242
1543
403,241
20,125
135,494

56
268
158
22,572
1181
8962

a
These values were obtained by first computing intersections between
Non-GENCODE EST exons and transfrags and between Non-GENCODE
EST exons and repetitive elements identified with RepeatMasker. Next,
for each intersection we computed base coverage.

overlap between the EST exons and protein-coding regions predicted by Exoniphy. Exoniphy is an ab initio exon predictor that
uses nucleotide substitution patterns and phylogenetic information to predict protein-coding regions with a high degree of accuracy (Siepel and Haussler 2004). First, we computed the overlap
between exons of Non-GENCODE ESTs and exons predicted by
Exoniphy using the Overlap tool. We then used the Base coverage tool to identify those Non-GENCODE EST exons that are
covered by Exoniphy predictions for at least 75% of their length.
Only one EST (accession no. DR731323) was found to overlap
with three consecutive Exoniphy exons and represents a 3⬘-end
extension of an Ensembl gene ENST00000355799 (Supplemental
Fig. S2).

Screencast 16
While only one of the Non-GENCODE ESTs appears to be protein-coding, others may be functional but non-coding. One of
the ways to pinpoint functional non-coding regions is to measure the strength of purifying selection acting on the genomic
region of interest. In Galaxy2ENCODE, the strength of purifying
selecting may be assessed using phastCons scores (Siepel et al.
2005). The phastCons score is one of the best measures of the
strength of purifying selection acting on a DNA sequence. A high
phastCons score (ⱖ0.2) may be taken as strong evidence of the
functional importance of a genomic region (Siepel and Haussler
2004; King et al. 2005). To perform these analyses, we “aggregated” phastCons scores for exons of Non-GENCODE ESTs using
the Aggregate-datapoints tool (The aggregation is performed because phastCons scores are base-pair-specific; thus to obtain a
phastCons score for an exon, phastCons values of individual
nucleotides must be averaged for all nucleotides within that exon
using the Aggregate tool.) After aggregation is complete, we filter
out regions with average phastCons scores below 0.2. This leaves
3705 (14%) Non-GENCODE EST exons from the total of 27,202.
At this point of the analyses, we operate with individual exons.
However, in this case, it interesting to know which of the NonGENCODE ESTs have all exons with the average phastCons score
above 0.2. Using a combination of filtering and relational database operations implemented in Galaxy2ENCODE, we identified
2180 such ESTs (942 intronic, 221 intergenic, and nine intertwined, respectively). An example of an intergenic EST from this
set (accession no. DB275065) is shown in Supplemental Figure
S3. Note the conservation peaks surrounding exons of this EST.
Transcripts identified using this approach are strong candidates
for further experimental validation.

If Non-GENCODE ESTs represent biologically relevant transcripts, there should be a significant overlap between them and
transcribed regions of the genome confirmed with other methods, such as transcribed fragments (transfrags) produced by the
Affymetrix group (Kampa et al. 2004; Cheng et al. 2005).
Galaxy2ENCODE allows one to test the significance of the overlap
between two sets of genomic features such as, for example, NonGENCODE EST exons and transfrags. To perform this test, we
designed a Random Intervals tool that generates a set of simulated regions that mimic a given set of intervals. In this example,
we first (Experiment A) computed the intersection between exons of Non-GENCODE EST (including all three categories: Intertwined, Intergenic, and Intronic) and transfrags within ENCODE
regions. Next (Experiment B), we used the Random Interval tool
to generate a set of genomic intervals that mimic the length
distribution of Non-GENCODE EST exons but lie outside transfrags. We then computed the intersection between exons of NonGENCODE ESTs and the set of Random intervals. Comparing
results of experiments A and B shows that the overlap between
Non-GENCODE ESTs and transfrags is likely nonrandom (Table
2). The base-pair coverage in Experiment A is consistently higher
than that in Experiment B. To obtain the empirical p-value, one
can repeat Experiment B multiple times.

Estimating mammalian substitution rates
Since ENCODE regions have the highest depth of annotation, it
is tempting to extrapolate their properties to the entire genome.
However, is this legitimate? In other words, do ENCODE regions
represent an unbiased sample of the genome? One way to answer this question is to compare evolutionary parameters of the
ENCODE region with genome-wide estimates published elsewhere. We used ancestral repeats (ARs) (Hardison et al. 2003) to
show that ENCODE regions are, indeed, representative of the
remaining euchromatic portion of the genome. The AR coordinates were retrieved by using the ENCODE Multi-Species Sequence Analysis tool, and then the Filter tool was used to limit
the results to ENCODE’s autosomal regions. Next, multiple alignments between mammalian genomes were extracted for the intervals and converted to FASTA-formatted sequences with the
Maf-to-FASTA converter, where we also narrowed our species
range to human, chimpanzee, mouse, rat, and dog. The total
alignment length was 364 kb. We then applied a HyPhy wrapper
(Pond et al. 2005) to this set using the general reversible model of
nucleotide substitutions (REV) (Rodriguez et al. 1990; Yang et al.
1994) and obtained the following branch lengths: [(human:
0.006, chimp:0.007):0.098, (mouse:0.084, rat:0.112):0.276,
dog:0.231] (Table 3). The analysis took 7 min to complete. These
results are consistent with recent genomic studies (Gibbs et al.

Table 2. Overlap among Non-GENCODE EST exons, Affymetrix
transfrags, and random intervals
Overlap with

Intertwined
InterGenic
Intronic
transfrags

Total coverage

transfrags
(Experiment A)

Random intervals
(Experiment B)

22,572
403,241
1,601,356
1,373,896

1181
20,125
82,194
—

345
9376
44,624
24,302
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Table 3. Nucleotide substitution analysis of ENCODE ancestral
repeats (located within autosomes) using HyPhy wrapper
95% confidence interval
Branch

Mean

Lower-bound

Upper-bound

Human
Chimpanzee
Node1
Mouse
Rat
Node4
Dog
Total tree length

0.0057
0.0072
0.0984
0.0849
0.1122
0.2759
0.2305
0.8149

0.0056
0.0071
0.0978
0.0843
0.1116
0.2749
0.2298
0.8135

0.0057
0.0073
0.0990
0.0856
0.1129
0.2770
0.2313
0.8162

Nodes are numbered as given by the tree: [(human, chimpanzee),
(mouse, rat), dog].

2004; The Chimpanzee Sequencing and Analysis Consortium
2005; Lindblad-Toh et al. 2005). The 95% confidence intervals
were derived with the profile likelihood approach implemented
in the HyPhy package (Pond et al. 2005).

Galaxy2ENCODE as a community resource for distributing
tools (Screencasts 18 and 19)
ENCODE analysis groups have designed several innovative software tools that can be of great use to the rest of the genomic
community. Galaxy2ENCODE can be used to provide unified,
simple, and user-friendly interfaces for these tools. Adding tools
does not require any knowledge about the internal operation of
Galaxy2ENCODE. The entire tool deployment process consists of
downloading a software distribution from http://g2.bx.psu.edu,
installing it (see the 3-min Screencast 18 that explains all steps of
the installation process), and performing the two steps described
in Supplemental Materials (also see Screencast 19).

Conclusions
We demonstrated that Galaxy2ENCODE serves as a new, critically
needed environment that can foster interactions between experimental and computational biologists by providing a simple interface (important to the former) and a robust software integration environment (important for the latter). Galaxy allows data
producers to deposit data and make them immediately available
to the biological community. It features over 100 unique tools
that allow the user to manipulate sequences, coordinates, and
alignments on the genome-wide scale. The simplicity of
Galaxy2ENCODE’s tool integration protocol allows developers and
occasional scripters alike easily to integrate their programs and
make them available to biologists.

Methods
Galaxy2ENCODE is a completely new compact implementation
that combines the latest open-source technologies with ideas previously developed by our group (Giardine et al. 2005). A detailed
description of (1) uploading and processing of ENCODE data, (2)
finding Non-GENCODE ESTs, and (3) implementation details
can be found in the Supplemental Material. In addition, our wiki
page at http://g2.bx.psu.edu contains source code, written instructions, and screencasts on using, downloading, and developing Galaxy2. Usage-related questions should be directed to
galaxy-bugs@bx.psu.edu.
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